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Introduction

The objective of this article is to review the relationship between white collar crime, in particular fraud, and predatory lending. The article critically considers whether fraud and predatory lending can be classified as a ‘related factor’ that contributed towards the most recent or first financial crisis of the new millennium. Furthermore, the article critically assesses the impact that the financial crisis has had on these practices, and considers whether white collar crime has prospered in this economic environment. The aim of this article is not to provide an exhausted list of contributing factors of the financial crisis, which are well documented elsewhere, but to provide insight to long standing problems of white collar crime and predatory lending. The practices of many United States (US) and indeed global lending institutions were setting up the financial system for an inevitable crash,¹ in the search for increased profit these institutions provided subprime mortgages with excessive to low income families.

What is white collar crime?

White collar crime is synonymous with Professor Edwin Sutherland,² who used the term in his presidential lecture to the American Sociological Society in 1939.³ He defined ‘white collar crime’ as “a crime committed by a person of respectability and high social status in the course of his occupation”.⁴ In his seminal paper, Sutherland stated that:

“The present-day white-collar criminals, who are more suave and deceptive than the ‘robber barons’, are represented … [by] many other merchant princes and captains of

¹ Hill, J. ‘Bailouts and credit cycles: Fannie, Freddie, and the farm credit system’ (2010) Wis. L. Rev. 1
⁴ Sutherland, E. White collar crime (Dryden: New York, 1949) 9.
finance and industry, and by a host of lesser followers. Their criminality has been demonstrated again and again in the investigations of land offices, railways, insurance, munitions, banking, public utilities, stock exchanges, the oil industry, real estate, reorganization committees, receiverships, bankruptcies, and politics”.5

The most significant part Sutherland’s definition is that white collar crime is committed by people of a high social standing, a view supported by Benson and Simpson, who stated that “criminal behaviour by members of the privileged socioeconomic class is labelled white-collar crime”.6 White collar crime has also been correctly described as a very “wide concept that speaks generally to illegal behaviour that takes advantage of positions of professional authority and power – or simply the opportunity structures available within business – for personal or corporate gain”.7 Friedrichs, supporting Sutherland’s definition added that crimes are “committed on behalf of major financially privileged statuses, including violations of banking Acts, bribery, fraud, tax evasion, money laundering, insider trading, predatory lending, and other deceptive practices”.8 However, Green suggested that the interpretation of white collar crime is “deeply contested” and “vague and inconsistent”.9 Furthermore, Bookman argued that Sutherland’s definition of white collar crime was too narrow.10 This was a view supported by Leong, who noted that:
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5 Sutherland above, n 2 at 2.
8 Friedrichs, D. Trusted criminals: white collar crime in contemporary society (Wadsworth Cengage Learning: Bellmont, 2010) at 190.
“the definition of white-collar crime is criticised for being too narrow as it does not include the differential associations between the ‘upperworld’ of corporations and the ‘underworld’ of criminal organisations. At the same time, it is criticised for being too broad as an all-encompassing category. In fact, the distinction between organised crime or ‘business in crime’ and the activities of white-collar offenders blurs, and organised crime often uses and abuses legitimate corporate enterprises”.11

Further criticism was offered by Podgor, who stated that ‘the bottom line is that throughout the last 100 years no one could ever figure it [white collar crime] out’.12 Brody and Kiehl correctly asserted that the most significant limitation of Sutherland’s definition is that it has not endured the progress and advancement of white collar crime to retain its status as the conventional definition. They concluded that ‘many scholars continue to redefine and develop a more useful and working definition of the term’.13 White collar crime has also been referred to as ‘financial crime’, ‘economic crime’ and ‘illicit finance’.14

In the United Kingdom (UK) financial crime was defined as ‘any offence involving fraud or dishonesty; misconduct in, or misuse of information relating to, a financial market; or handling the proceeds of crime’.15 Fleming noted that this definition “relates to a broad and potentially indistinct range of offences”.16 Similarly, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) provided a broad definition, which includes corporate fraud, commodities and

14 For a general discussion of these different types of white collar crime see Harrison, K. and Ryder, N. The law relating to financial crime in the United Kingdom (Ashgate: Farnham, 2013).
15 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, s. 6(3). Friedrichs defined ‘financial crime’ as ‘large-scale illegality that occurs in the world of finance and financial institutions’. See Friedrichs above, n 8, at 9.
securities fraud, mortgage fraud, healthcare fraud, financial institution fraud, insurance fraud, mass marketing fraud and money laundering. Definitions of the term ‘financial crime’ have also been presented by academics. For example, Gottschalk states that it is ‘a crime against property, involving the unlawful conversion of property belonging to another to one’s own personal use and benefit’, stating that it is often ‘profit driven . . . to gain access to and control over property that belonged to someone else’.  

The Financial Crisis and White Collar Crime

One of the most important questions that has been answered by many commentators since the outbreak of the 2007 financial crisis is what variables contributed or caused the largest financial crisis since the Great Depression and Wall Street Crash? The Financial Services Authority (FSA) determined that there were six factors that contributed to the financial crisis. This included for example, macroeconomic imbalances increasing complexity of the securitised credit model; rapid extension of credit and falling credit standards; property price booms; increasing leverage in the banking and shadow banking system; underestimation of bank and market liquidity risk, and a self-reinforcing cycle of irrational exuberance. Furthermore, the Department of Treasury stated that key factors included a breakdown in underwriting standards for subprime mortgages; a significant erosion of market discipline; flaws in Credit Rating Agencies (CRAs); risk management weaknesses at some large US and European financial institutions; and ineffective regulatory policies. Other well documented
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19 Ibid., at 7–12.

factors include the subprime mortgage crisis,\(^{21}\) weak banking regulation,\(^{22}\) high levels of consumer debt,\(^{23}\) toxic debts,\(^{24}\) securitisation,\(^{25}\) deregulation of banking legislation,\(^{26}\) ineffective macroeconomic policies,\(^{27}\) weak credit regulation, deregulation of consumer credit legislation,\(^{28}\) self-regulated CRAs\(^{29}\) and the culture of banking practices.

It is acknowledged that many factors created the perfect economic environment that was partly fuelled by and then exploited by white collar criminals. This is a view supported by Huisman, who stated that “misconduct in the financial industry is widely seen as having triggered the credit crunch that has pushed the world into an economic crisis”.\(^{30}\) It has also been reported that there have been increases in white collar crime since the start of the financial crisis. For example, this includes insurance fraud,\(^{31}\) credit card fraud and \(^{32}\) business


\(^{28}\) See for example the impact of the decision in *Marquette National Bank of Minneapolis v First Omaha Service Corp* 439 U.S., at 299.

\(^{29}\) See European Commission above, n 21.

\(^{30}\) Huisman, W. ‘White-collar crime and the economic crisis’ (2012/2013) Newsletter of the European Society of Criminology, 11, at 8. This is a view supported by Gee, who stated that “there is considerable evidence that fraud was a major cause of the recession, with widespread sale of financial securities based on sub-prime mortgages, which were known to be worthless”. See Gee, J. ‘Fraud 2009 bad, 2010 better?’ (2010) Computer Fraud and Security, 2010, February, 2, 13–15, at 13. However, it is important to acknowledge that not all commentators agree with the contention that white collar crime was an important variable that contributed towards the financial crisis. See for example Gill, M. ‘Fraud and recessions: views from fraudsters and fraud managers’ (2011) International Journal of Law, Crime and Justice, 39, 204–214.

Huisman argued that an increase in white collar crime emanating from the financial crisis is largely attributed towards accounting fraud. Other commentators, such as Nguyen and Pontell, asserted that prevalent mortgage fraud is associated with the financial crisis.

The link between the financial crisis and white collar crime is clearly illustrated by an increase in the related enforcement actions of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Commodities Futures and Trading Commission (CFTC), the FBI, the Department of Justice, the FSA, the FCA and the Serious Fraud Office (SFO). For example, since the start of the financial crisis the SEC has charged 161 companies and individuals, including 66 senior corporate officials, with related offences and 37 individuals have either been barred from acting as company directors or suspended from doing so. In addition it has imposed penalty orders of $1.53bn, enforced disgorgement orders totalling $800m and obtained $400m compensation for affected investors. The total amount of penalties amounts to $2.73bn.

The CFTC has been heavily involved in the manipulation of the London inter-bank offered rate (LIBOR) by banks in the UK and US and has fined Barclays $200m, UBS $700m, RBS $325m and ICAP $65m. Additionally, the Department of Justice
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38 Commodities Futures Trading Commission ‘CFTC orders UBS to pay $700 million penalty to settle charges of manipulation, attempted manipulation and false reporting of LIBOR and other benchmark interest rates’, 19
announced that RBS Securities Japan Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of RBS, pleaded guilty to wire fraud and its role in influencing the Japanese yen LIBOR. Similarly, the FBI has seen a significant increase in its enforcement and investigative activities towards white collar crime, especially mortgage fraud, since the start of the financial crisis. For example, at the time of writing the FBI is investigating 1,954 allegations of mortgage fraud, approximately 70 per cent of which exceed $1m; it made 1,079 indictments and secured 1,026 convictions in 2012, approximately $13bn was lost and there are 141 open investigations. The increase in mortgage fraud is illustrated by also examining the number of mortgage fraud related suspicious activity reports (SARs) filed by the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), the US Financial Intelligence Unit. In 2010, FinCEN received 70,472 mortgage loan fraud SARs, a 4 per cent increase from 2009. In 2011, FinCEN reported that 92,028 mortgage loan fraud SARs had been reported, an increase of 31 per cent from 2010. We have also seen increased enforcement activities of regulatory agencies in the UK since the start of the financial crisis. The FCA and its predecessor, the FSA adopted what it refers to as a ‘credible deterrence’ approach towards its then financial

46 Ibid.
crime statutory objective. Both institutions imposed a record number of financial penalties and several prohibition orders. For example, in 2007 the FSA imposed a total of £5.3m in financial sanctions. A year later, it reported that the figure had increased to £22.7m. In 2009 the amount of financial sanctions increased to £35m. The figures for 2010 and 2011 illustrated an increase to £89.1m and a decrease to £66.1m. However, in 2012 the FSA imposed financial sanctions that amounted to £311.5m, a majority of which were associated with the LIBOR scandal. In 2013 a total of £474.1m penalties were imposed by the FSA and FCA. As of February 2014, the FCA has imposed fines amounting £69.1m. These figures have been influenced by the imposition of a series of record fines due to the LIBOR scandal. This includes, for example, the £59.5m fine on Barclays, the £160m fine on UBS and the £87.5m fine on RBS.

---

Predatory Lending and the Financial Crisis

“Home ownership is a fundamental aspect of American life – a dream to which many aspire. On the other hand, purchasing a home is one of the most complex and expensive transactions that a typical person will be involved in. Practically all homes are purchased with the aid of outside financing, and such financing typically comes in the form of a mortgage”. 59

It is our contention that predatory lending practices are one of the important factors that contributed towards the financial crisis. 60 The most comprehensive definition of predatory lending was afforded by the Department of Treasury’s Task Force on Predatory Lending:

“Predatory lending – whether undertaken by creditors, brokers, or even home improvement contractors – involves engaging in deception or fraud [author’s emphasis], manipulating the borrower through aggressive sales tactics, or taking unfair advantage of a borrower’s lack of understanding about loan terms . . . that, alone or in combination, are abusive or make the borrower more vulnerable to abusive practices”. 61

It has been argued that any loan could be categorised as predatory lending where the debtor does not have adequate funds to meet the monthly repayments. 62 Furthermore, it has been

suggested that even “aggressive lending practices can amount to predatory lending”.63 Predatory lending has been described as “real, pervasive, and destructive”,64 “harsh lending practices”,65 “a catalogue of onerous lending practices”66 and a “syndrome of loan abuses that benefit mortgage brokers, lenders, and securitizes to the serious detriment of borrowers”.67 In some instances, lenders have been accused of “intentionally target[ing] individuals and demographic groups whom they identify as most vulnerable”.68 Engel and McCoy noted that:

“predatory lending is a syndrome of abusive loan terms or practices that involve one or more of the following five problems: loans structured to result in seriously disproportionate net harm to borrowers, harmful rent seeking, loans involving fraud or deceptive practices, other forms of lack of transparency in loans that are not actionable as fraud, and loans that require borrowers to waive meaningful legal redress”.69

Predatory lending can be divided into two categories. First, the lending activity includes illegal lending practices such as fraud.70 Secondly, predatory lending behaviour that is not necessarily illegal but actions that are “misused by unprincipled lenders”.71 Examples of conduct that amounts to predatory lending include “credit insurance, balloon payments, padded fees, rapid refinancing, broker kickbacks disguised as yield spread premiums, high

---

63 Putney above, n 59, at 2105.
65 Ibid.
69 Engel and McCoy above, n 66, at 1260.
71 Ibid.
pressure marketing, and of course, high rates”.72 Davenport argued that predatory lending “provide[s] an overview of the types of predatory tactics prevalent in the subprime industry. These categories include loan ‘flipping’, charging of excessive fees and ‘packing’, lending without regard to the borrower’s ability to repay or ‘equity stripping’, and outright fraud”.73

The Federal Trade Commission stated that:

“Predatory lending in the subprime mortgage market covers a wide range of practices. While the practices are quite varied, there are common traits. They generally aim either to extract excessive fees and costs from the borrower or to obtain outright the equity in the borrower's home. This is often accomplished through a combination of aggressive marketing practices, high-pressure sales tactics, and loan terms, such as prepayment penalties, that inhibit a borrower's ability to go elsewhere for credit”.74

Forrester offered a damning indictment of predatory lending, and stated:

“The effects of predatory lending are devastating for the individuals who are victims and for their neighbourhoods. At best, the victims of predatory lenders end up paying too much in fees and interest for their loans. The worst case scenario is that they lose their homes to foreclosure. A dramatic increase in foreclosures in inner-city neighbourhoods has followed the increase in subprime lending in recent years. For individuals and families, the loss of a home to foreclosure is devastating, both financially and psychologically. Foreclosures caused by predatory lending have a negative impact on neighbourhoods as well since the impact of foreclosures may be
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73 Davenport above, n 68, at 541.
concentrated in low-income areas. Vacant homes caused by foreclosures can cause a
decrease in property values and an increase in crime, thereby destabilizing at-risk
neighbourhoods. Therefore, predatory lending has an impact beyond the homeowners
who obtain predatory loans”.75

Shelley and Jackson noted that predatory lending encourages “situations where borrowers are
unable to meet loan repayments because of the loan conditions, not because of unforeseen
changes to their financial position. It goes beyond a borrower not understanding terms and
conditions to a deliberate intent on the part of the lender to take advantage of the borrower”.76
Davenport added that the “goals of all predatory lenders are easy to identify: to increase
profit by charging the borrower excessive rates and fees and/or to take the equity in the
borrower’s home”.77 It has been argued that the foundations of predatory lending were put in
place by legislation that was originally designed to prevent such practices, end redlining
(refusing people access to credit based on where they live) and increase consumers’ access to
credit. For example, the Fair Housing Act 1968, the Community Reinvestment Act 1977 and
the Financial Services Modernization Act 1999 contributed to “the seeds of predatory lending
and pursuit of unacceptable risk … blossom[ing] into the carnivorous plants of financial
meltdown”.78 Other legislation that has attempted to limit the impact of predatory lending
includes the Truth in Lending Act 1968, the Home Ownership Equity Protection Act 1994,
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act 1949 and the Federal Trade Commission Act 1914.79

75 Forrester, J. ‘Still mortgaging the American dream: predatory lending, pre-emption, and federally supported
76 Shelley and Jackson above, n 60, at 534.
77 Davenport above, n 68, at 541.
79 Davenport above, n 68, at 541.
The link between predatory lending, fraud and the financial crisis has been acknowledged by several commentators. For example, Ament took the view that “one of the more egregious forms of predatory lending involves fraud [and] two basic forms of fraud exist in the predatory lending market”. The first type of fraud relates to not disclosing certain types of legally required information and the second is connected to illegal activity that seeks to defraud providers of credit. It has also been argued that predatory lending involves “deception or fraud, manipulating the borrower through aggressive sales tactics, or taking unfair advantage of a borrower's lack of understanding about loan terms”. The link between predatory lending and fraud has also been recognised by the judiciary. For example, in American Financial Services Association v Toledo the court stated that predatory lending involves “the use of fraud or deception, manipulation of the borrower through aggressive sales tactics, or taking unfair advantage of a borrower's lack of understanding of loan terms”. It has been argued by Engel and McCoy that:

the most blatant forms of predatory lending involve the age-old problem of fraud … all of the deceptive practices in this category are violations of existing laws, such as state fraud statutes, state consumer-protection laws, state fiduciary duties, and federal disclosure statutes such as the Truth in Lending Act or the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act.

By its very nature, predatory lending amounts to unfair, misleading, deceitful and even fraudulent conduct on the part of the lender. It is impossible to determine how many of the
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81 Ibid., at 379.
82 Department of Treasury Task Force on Predatory Lending above, n 61.
84 Engel and McCoy above, n 66, at 1267.
subprime loans issued before the start of the financial crisis fell within the definition of predatory lending. It is important to note that by 2006 “$600bn of subprime loans were originated, most of which were securitized. That year, subprime lending accounted for 23.5% of all mortgage originations”. Therefore, it can be argued that some of the subprime loans that contributed towards the financial crisis were conducted in a fraudulent manner.

There have been several attempts to regulate predatory lending. The Truth in Lending Act 1968 “attempts to create a uniform terminology for all consumer credit contracts that facilitates comparison shopping and informed decision making. TILA requires lenders to give consumers a disclosure statement that expresses some of the most important provisions of a credit contract in federally defined terminology”. Davenport added that the purpose of the Truth in Lending Act was to “assure a meaningful disclosure of credit terms so that the consumer will be able to compare more readily the various credit terms available to him and avoid the uninformed use of credit”. Furthermore, the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 1974 tried to regulate unreasonable systems and high costs in closing mortgages. More recently, the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act 1994 amended the “Truth in Lending Act to more directly respond to the problem of predatory home mortgage lending”. This Act bans “several terms common in predatory loans, including balloon payments for loans which mature in less than five years, payment arrangements that cause negative arrangements, increases in the interest rate after default, and most prepayment penalties”. Putney noted that the Act’s main ‘method of operation is to set a system of triggers that
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87 Peterson above, n 64, at 2227.
88 Davenport above, n 68, at 546.
89 Peterson above, n 64 at 2226.
90 Ibid., at 2227.
91 Davenport above, n 68, at 548–549.
activate additional scrutiny and restrictions on loans that go beyond certain criteria. The two triggers for high cost are APR of the loans or its associated fee." 92 However, the HomeOwnership and Equity Protection Act has been criticised for not going far enough. 93 This is a view supported by Forrester, who noted that “very few subprime loans exceeded the interest rate threshold … the free trigger excludes reasonable fees paid to third parties … it does not apply to high-cost mortgages, reverse mortgages, or home equity lines of credit”. 94 The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 1977 seeks to promote and maintain standards of civility in the collection of debts. For example, Peterson stated that the Act “forbids harassment, false or misleading representations, and a variety of other unfair collection tactics, including threatening foreclosure when not legally entitled to do so”. 95 Other measures include the Mortgage Reform and Anti-Predatory Lending Act 2007. This Act created a “Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry” which “require[d] individual mortgage brokers and bank employees to obtain a national licence, through registration on a national database after meeting minimum education in certification standards”. 96 A legislative measure that was introduced to tackle the problems associated with such lending practices was the Credit Card Accountability, Responsibility and Disclosure Act 2009. Nonetheless, the effectiveness of these measures has been questioned. For example, Ament concluded that “predatory lending has devastated the mortgage market and as foreclosures rise, politicians and scholars are in the unenviable position of finding a solution. The ineffectiveness of regulations … only compounds matters” 97

92 Putney above, n 59, at 2115.
93 Ibid., at 2116.
94 Forrester above, n 75, at 1317.
95 Peterson above, n 64, at 2228.
96 Shelley and Jackson above, n 60, at 533.
97 Ament above, n 80, at 393.
Writing in 2003 Putney argued that “a spate of prosecutions and settlements suggests that law enforcement agencies are beginning to take the issue seriously”.\textsuperscript{98} However, Putney warned that ‘the difficulty in moving against predatory lenders is twofold. First, identifying predatory loans can be tricky … the second problem is that legitimate subprime lenders are apt to be harmed by any attempt to regulate predatory lenders”.\textsuperscript{99} Several large financial sanctions have been imposed on US financial institutions over their predatory lending practices. The Federal Trade Commission Act 1914 prohibits unjust and misleading practices.\textsuperscript{100} The Act provides the Federal Trade Commission with the ability and flexibility to determine what amounts to unjust and misleading practices. Furthermore, the Federal Trade Commission is charged with enforcing the Federal Trade Commission Act and is provided with an array of enforcement powers. Forrester took the view that:

“the Federal Trade Commission has filed enforcement actions against lenders engaged in predatory lending activities … between 1998 and 2003, the Federal Trade Commission filed nineteen complaints and reached settlements in most of these cases. Most of the settlements required compensation to consumers and an agreement by the lender to stop certain practices”.\textsuperscript{101}

For example, Household International paid a $484m settlement to the Federal Trade Commission,\textsuperscript{102} Ameriquest paid $325m for conducting predatory lending practices,\textsuperscript{103} Bank of America agreed a $335m settlement with the Department of Justice over discriminatory

\textsuperscript{98} Putney above, n 59, at 2103–2106.  
\textsuperscript{99} Ibid., at 2108.  
\textsuperscript{100} 15 U.S.C 45(a)(1) 2006.  
\textsuperscript{101} Forrester above, n 75, at 1318.  
lending practices\textsuperscript{104} and Wells Fargo also reached a settlement with the Department of Justice for $175m to resolve fair lending claims.\textsuperscript{105} Furthermore, in September 2008 the Federal Trade Commission reached an agreement with Bear Stearns and EMC Mortgage for $28m; they admitted engaging in “unlawful practices in servicing consumers’ home mortgage loans”.\textsuperscript{106} There has been some debate about whether or not predatory lending is a criminal offence. For example, Hunt argued that “criminal fraud statutes could be enthusiastically brought to bear on the most egregious cases of racialized predatory lending through any number of mail or wire fraud provisions”.\textsuperscript{107} However, Engel and McCoy stated that ‘criminal fraud actions afford little or no relief to victims of predatory lending’.\textsuperscript{108} At the time of writing no criminal convictions have been achieved in this area.

\textbf{Conclusion}

The practice of white collar crime and predatory lending has undoubtedly contributed towards the financial crisis. The implementation of the very legislation designed to prevent such practices such as fraud, red-lining and government policies intended to promote access to credit have built the foundations for predatory lending. Although it is impossible to determine the level of white collar crime and how many loans can actually be included within the term predatory lending it is clear that such practices have risen since the emergence of the financial crisis. The development of complex credit products, such as subprime mortgages,

\textsuperscript{108} Engel and McCoy above, n 66, at 1302.
has pushed the boundaries of consumer understanding and calls into question whether these practices have created the perfect economic environment that has then been exploited and misused by unprincipled lenders. Attempts to legislate and regulate predatory lending have proved to be largely ineffective. This is somewhat surprising given the aggressive stance of the Department of Justice and FBI to high profile fraud during the Savings and Loans Crisis, the collapse of Enron and WorldCom and the convictions of Bernard Madoff and Alan Stanford.